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Patients are only allowed a maximum of two visitors during a
period of 24 hours.
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Patients with their own room can receive visitors for up one hour.
In rooms with several beds will visits be limited to 30 minutes.
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Only one patient at a time can receive vistors, in each rom.
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There is no restriction concerning gifts, flowers etc
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Visitors must ring the ward and inform/plan the visit
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⋅ Visitors will be asked questions about their current health and will
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⋅

Visitors must desinfect their hands before they enter the hospital,
and before and after they enter the patients room.
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Vistors must keep a distance og 1 meter from the person they are
visiting, staff and other patients
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Visitors must not stay in the communal areas at the hospital and
must go directly to and from the patients room
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Information about visiting guidelines and regulations is also available
on our website Helse-forde.no
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